Non-MARC Databases and the Census
Level Record

THOMAS L. AMOS

In the preceding article, Hope Mayo discussed the potentials of the MARC
record for cataloging manuscripts from the perspective of someone who has both
cataloged manuscripts and been involved in professionallibrarianship, that is with
the world of AACR2 and MARC records. j This article, as the title suggests, offers the
perspective of projects involving medieval manuscripts, microfilmed manuscripts,
and collections of catalog deSCriptions which use computers, but do not use MARC
records as a standard. There are valid reasons for this choice, which, in the case of
the Hill Monastic ManUSCript Library'S computer cataloging project, was made
deliberately. In explOring reasons behind the decision to create a non-MARC
database, I will be able to describe the Hill Library's project and some of the other
denizens of this non-MARC world. I will conclude by describing a new initiative
begun by members of these projects which may offer a chance to bridge the gap
between the worlds of MARC and manuscripts.
To begin properly, it is necessary to reconsider a little history. When Johann
Gutenberg printed the 42-line Bible in the 1450s, he modeled almost every aspect
of that book on the manuscript. The essential difference, of course, was that
Gutenberg could produce 50 or 100 or more of each of his creations, while each
manuscript was necessarily unique. At the time, Gutenberg's Bible may have seemed
a novel production of questionable value. Within 50 years, his invention had
completely revolutionized the world of books. It is easy to wonder if we fully
appreciate the nature of this transformation.
Printers turned books into mass-producible units and in so doing completely
changed the way in which they could be identified and classified in collections.
Indeed, unit seems to be the key word here, because successful identification of one
unit from a class of5,000 identical printed books effectively provides the identification for all 5,000. Printers helped this process immensely by providing title pages for
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author and title and colophons for publisher and place and date of publication.
Owners of large collections of these printed books were quick to grasp the implications of this standardization. Sometime after 1691, the philosopher G. W. Leibniz
developed the first systematized and alphabetical author/title card catalog for the
Ducal Library at Wolfenbtittel' Although based on earlier types of printed-book
classification schemes, this method of identifying and providing access to printed
books won out over them all. It eventually led to the National Union Catalog, to the
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, versions 1 and 2, and, with the advent of the
computer, to the MARC record.
These things are well known, so why repeat them? The principle which I derived
from this examination of the origins of MARC is that modem library cataloging
revolves around two basic elements. One of these is the author-title-publisberplace and date of publication card catalog structure. To this basic form 300 years of
librarianship have added mainly subject listings of one to five words below the main
author/title entry. Even the MARC record has as one of its features in the OCLC and
RUN implementations the capacity to prOvide contributors of records with sets of
catalog cards for their holdings. The other element is the idea of standardized forms
and authority lists or HIes. This second element, also derived from the conformities
of printing, conflicts strongly with the unique nature of manuscript books. Author
and title standards are clearly possible and desirable for those texts in manuscripts
which can be assigned authors and titles. For most other features of manuscripts, a
different attitude toward the material "is required.
The conclusion I drew from all of this five years ago, in developing the Hill
Library's computer cataloging system, was that Gutenberg's triumph seemed to have
erased all memory of the pre-Gutenberg world from the minds of people responsible
for making cataloging rules and record forms. Modem printed-book cataloging
depends on materials for which standards exist or can easily be imposed. Title pages
and the operative national and international copyright legislation prOvide a world of
identifiable authors and titles. Contents of books and manuscripts can be, indeed
have been, almost totally subordinated to author/title statements for purposes of
identification.' In fact, content is really cataloged only insofar as it can be matched
with a standardized subject authOrity register. A book thus becomes a coherent
physical unit subject to definite rules.
There is nothing wrong with this set of assumptions or philosophy when applied
to modem printed books. Although they seem to be deSigned for the convenience of
the shepherds rather than the sheep, MARC records function well for most modem
printed materials. My problem with the USMARC Archival and ManUSCripts Control
(AMC) format and the cataloging rules behind it was that they seemed almost totally
irrelevant for the types of information taken from medieval manuscripts, and for the
search strategies involved in securing user access to them . In short, none of the
"definite rules" seemed to apply to medieval manuscripts. In the article which follows
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this one, Sara Shatford Layne demonstrates how the MARC record can be used, with
modifications, to catalog individual illuminations for the Index of Medieval Medical
Images project.' Her achievement is laudable and impressive. The descriptions of
illuminations, however, involve neither descriptions of the manuscripts from which
they come nor full identifications of the texts which they decorate. As useful as this
cataloging project will be for art and medical historians, it does not address the
problem of MARC and medieval manuscripts.
Consider the nature of the medieval manuscript book. Here we need to
remember that the codex is not a modem printed book. Users of manuscripts need
both specific information about texts in the manuscripts and at least some physical
data (codicological information) about the codices that contain them. A given codex
can consist of purposely related works copied by a single scribe or group of scribes.
It can just as easily be composed of disparate pieces, written years apart on a
combination of parchment and paper, and bound together by chance. As a "unit," the
codex offers almost no basis for the type of author-title statements used to identifY
the printed book as a unit.
Similar problems can be found with the contents of manuscripts. A manuscript
can contain one text, 30 texts, or 400 or more texts. Attributions of author and title
found in the manuscripts themselves are more often than not incorrect. Most of these
texts acquire agreed-upon author and title identification only when someone has
collected all of the manuscript versions of a given text and published a critical edition.
This laborious process has done little to change the fact that "Anonymous" remains
our most prolific medieval author. Related to the vast corpus of anonymous texts are
those texts attributed to an alphabetical gamut of unknown authors that runs from
Pseudo-Augustine to Pseudo-Zacharias. Given the fact that each manuscript is a
unique product, texts exist in variant versions rather than the multiple copies of
printed books. Attaching an author/title tag to a text mayor may not properly identifY
the particular text so labeled. This particular problem relates as much to existing
AACR2 procedures as it does to the MARC record.
AACR2 rules for manuscripts advise the cataloger to take an incipit from a text
only if no other means can be found to identifY it. In other words, using prinCiples
derived from printed books, the rules permit incipits only as a last resort. For a large
percentage of texts in pre-l600 manuscripts, incipits are a necessary fIrst resort.
Certainly they are the means by which several generations of researchers in ancient,
patristic, medieval, and Renaissance fields of study have been taught to find and
identifY texts. Any system for cataloging and identifying manuscript books which does
not offer the opportunity to search by incipits is simply not responsive to user needs.
Its ability to offer adequate identifications must also be suspect.
Medieval authors, readers, and librarians knew these problems as well as we do.
In 1277, Archbishop Etienne Tempier of Paris condemned certain philosophical
works. Realizing that he did not know who wrote some of the tracts, he referred to
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them by their opening words orincipits' From approximately the same time, we have
library catalogs which identify even known texts by their incipits. This led to
productions such as Pierre de Virey's catalog of 1472 for the monastery ofClairvaux,
which identified its manuscripts by author, tide, incipit, secundo folio incipit, and
explicit' In so identifying texts, de Virey applied a traditional technique that was
already 800 years old. St. Augustine used incipits to identifY his own works in his
Retractationes, and the origin of the use of incipits is probably earlier still. De Virey's
catalog exemplifies a means of identification and search strategy still employed today
by catalogers and users of medieval manuscripts. Author and tide statements in the
AACR2 and MARC sense may be pious hopes for most texts from manuscripts, but
incipits, properly taken, provide the most solid means for identifying texts and their
variant versions.
At this point in my thinking, MARC no longer seemed a viable possibility.
Information that users of our microfilmed manuscripts would need could indeed be
stored in MARC records. Vital items such as style of script, incipits, explicits, and so
on, however, would be buried away in subfields-for example, sCript would be a
subfield of the 547 Language field-or stored in note fields. They would not be
searchable or retrievable for users through any existing implementations of MARC
in online bibliographic systems accessible to the average user.
Systems existing in 1985, or now for that matter, did not permit the sort of free
text or text-string searching necessary to search by incipit. Today, text-string searches
are possible only in system terminals with speCialized add-on programs like OCLC's
EPIC. Certainly no such facility exists in the typical vendor supplied menu-driven online systems which the average library patron sees. Since the MARC fields most
useful for manuscripts are not necessary to printed book identification, there is no
particular reason to think that these conditions will change in the near future. There
seemed little point in creating an independent system which incorporated all of the
system-related identifiers, internal pointers, and indices of MARC, if the basic record
structure and the online systems which implemented it could not do what our users
reqUired.
In devising a computer cataloging system for the Hill Library's holdings of
medieval manuscripts on microfilm, I therefore decided to use as my model a good
printed catalog. Just as manuscripts do not respond well or at all to the notion of
standards, so too are there few standards in manuscript cataloging. Our overall system
is based partly on patterns established by previous Hill Library catalogs with
numerous modifications suggested by the cataloging guidelines prepared by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and the Institut de Recherche et d'Histoire des
Textes.'
Fiscal constraints indicated that the system created would have to be able to run
on a microcomputer. This factor eliminated flat-file database programs with large
individual record structures for all of the data from each individual manuscript.
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Therefore, we would need linked data structures containing significant elements of
each record. In the system as designed, one computer file would contain codicological information to the extent that this sort of physical information about the codex
could be obtained from our microfilm copies. A second file would contain contents
information, such as author and title certainly, but more importantly, incipit, explicit,
and colophon. A list of the fields established for these two files is prOvided in
Appendices 1 and 2. Each table lists field names, field definitions, and field sizes for
the deSignated file. In each file, the first four fields, which identifY HMML Project
number, manuscript number, owner, and shelfmark, enable relational links to be
established among the files.
When setting up these files, I decided to add to them separate files for endleaf
materials and additional incipits for sermon and letter collections. Later modifications added iconography and runover files. This pattern of data files led to the
selection of a relational database management program as the engine on which our
system would run. Individual files for part of the information for each manuscript
permitted better management of data storage. Using a relational database permitted
us to link data from these individual files for each manuscript to meet a variety of
needs. Our data files were set up in the proprietary database management system
dBase III + by Ashton-Tate. That selection was made largely because dBase III +
contains its own programming language which allows the user to develop customized
report programs and user shells.
This database system, set out in schematic form in Appendix 3, was deSigned to
accomplish two purposes. Initially, data from the various files would be linked
together by a report program which would produce text and indices for printed
catalog volumes in the Library's series of Descriptive Inventories of ManUSCripts
Microfilmed for the Hill Monastic ManUSCript Library. As the volume of data grows
to the point where the system contains enough manuscript and content deSCriptions
to warrant opening it to the outside, we will add to the data fields a menu-driven user
shell. This shell program will allow users to search for ·texts and manuscripts onsite,
and it will also permit offsite access by modem. At this point, the system has produced
three volumes of a catalog for the Alcoba,a manuscripts from Portugal' We have just
over 500 manuscript deSCriptions in the database, and the first part of the user shell
in a search program that temporarily modifies incipits so that a searcher can locate
strings such as fratTes carissimi whether carissimi is spelled with c, ch, or k at the
beginning. System growth will come from new cataloging projects and the entry of
older materials.
The Hill Library's system is one of five existing non-MARC computer catalogs
for manuscripts. These systems are summarized in tabular form in Appendix 4. Like
our system, they too employ a printed-catalog model in varying forms as the basis for
their record structures. All of them are now, or soon will be, established in relational
database programs that can be run on large microcomputers. To date, only the
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MEDIUM system developed by the Institut de Recherche et d'Histoire Ues Textes
in Paris is available for online searches. The directors of these projects intend that
eventually all of them will also be online, or at least accessible by modem.
Since an initial meeting in Winnipeg in 1986, there has been a good degree of
cooperation among these various projects. We realize that no two of them are alike,
yet we still wish to be able to exchange data and to avoid duplication of effort. As the
individual systems continue to grow with additional data, searching printed-catalogmodel databases will become cumbersome and expensive. At a workshop in Munich
in August 1989, attended by representatives of these projects and others interested
in the computer cataloging of manuscripts, I proposed. a "First Level" record that
would fulfill some of these needs.' If our systems employ a printed-catalog model,
the first level record would serve the function of a card-catalog record for the various
systems. It could easily be produced by reporting out only certain items of data, most
importantly incipits, into a separate record structure which would make exchange of
information among projects and searching somewhat easier.
The purpose of this First Level Record is to furnish a census record for texts in
manuscripts, and it is not simply an electronic author/title catalog card. Each record,
therefore, employs the manuscript as its basis of orgartization and supplies incipits for
all works within the manuscript. This arrangement identifies text while preserving
context. The proposed structure for the First Level Record is as follows: lO
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Structure of a "First Level" Record.
Institution

Country

City

Library

Project Number

Shelfmark
FolialPages

Date

Further Computer DeSCription Available [YIN]
Beginning and
Ending Foliation

Author

Title

Typology

Incipit
Typology Name

Language
(Repeated as necessary)
Published DeSCription: [YIN]

Source ofInforrnation: [C/M/D]

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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This record structure represents a minimalist approach to a computer catalog of
manuscripts or microfilmed manuscripts. It would allow users to locate texts by
author, title, incipit, or any combination of these. A user could also use such a record
to locate, for example, all twelfth-centwy French manuscripts of Hugh of St. Victor's
De Archa Noe held by a given institution. These are the typical kinds of bibliographic
searches for users of medieval manuscripts. In general, one either has an incipit to
be matched against other manuscript versions of the text, or a known text for which
all versions, or a particular subset of them, is desired. In either case, this record would
provide the searcher with both text and context.
Following the Munich Workshop, a committee was formed to examine how this
first level record might accomplish these tasks. The committee has produced a
manifesto and developed a deSCription of a modified first level record, now called a
Machine-Readable Manuscript Census Record, or MCR for short H The fields for
this record and the rationale for them are presented in the manifesto. At the jOint
Association for Literary and Linguistic Computing-Association for Computers and
the Humanities meeting at the UniversityofSiegen, June 4-9,1990, representatives
of the five computer cataloging systems agreed to use the "First Level" record as a
common standard for mutual information exchange. The projects will shortly begin
contributing records for the creation of an independent "First Level" database.
At this point, I hope that the ideas presented here have sounded neither arrogant
nor hostile. Certainly they are not meant to. We realize that any new standard for
manuscripts will not win general acceptance until professional organizations of
librarians or national libraries approve them. That is one reason why exchanges in a
forum such as this one are very useful. In particular, it appears to me that the
manuscript census record proposed here offers at least the first elements of common
ground between the work we are doing and a modified MARC record for
manuscripts.
Outside of a few North American institutions, medieval manuscripts are not a
major bibliographical concern on this continent. Hope Mayo has referred to a small
number of recently undertaken cataloging projects for American collections of
original manuscripts. l2 None of these projects employs computers for anything other
than word processing because, at present, we have no useful computer record for
medieval manuscripts. It almost goes without saying that none of them is using
MARC records. For this reason, it would be helpful to have an easy-to-use manuscript record structure that would meet the needs of catalogers and users alike.
Library professionals know well that users regard some aspects of printed-book
cataloging as being unnecessarily arcane, or in defiance of the means the user would
normally employ to identifY and clasSifY a given book. If consideration is given to
modifYing cataloging rules and the record structure for medieval manuscripts, does
it not make sense to start from the traditional methods employed by their main user
audience to locate and identifY texts? The format of the MCR record attempts to do
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just that. A modified medieval manuscript record for computer would have a number
of possible uses. New records in this format would make it possible to update the De
Ricci and Wilson census of American manuscripts in both online and printed forms. I'
Properly modified, such records could also be used to upload local manuscript
cataloging into a larger system. In the distant future , such records could become the
basis for a world union list of manuscript holdings. However, the proposal made here
is only a potential first step toward creating a record structure ultimately acceptable
to both librarians and manuscript catalogers. I hope that future exchanges may allow
some sort of bridge to be built between these currently separate worlds of MARC and
medieval manuscripts.
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der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-Historische Klasse, Denkschriften, 122 (Vienna, 1975). The
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(Collegeville. MN. 1988); and Volume 110 Manuscripts 151-301 . Descriptive Inventories ....
Portuguese Libraries. 2 (Collegeville. MN. 1989). The third volume of this series by Thomas L.
Amos and Jonathan G. Black will appear later this year.
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DeSCription Databases," in The Use of Computers in Cataloging Medieval and Renaissance
Manuscripts. ed. M. Folkerts and A. Kiihne. Algorismus. Heft 4 (Munich. 1990), pp. 1-18.
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record for microfilm libraries, such as the Hill Library. "Project Number" also allows microfilm
libraries to identify the record by their own call number in addition to the traditional she lfmark.
"Typology" permits identification of works as translations, commentaries, glosses. and so on,
while "Typology Name" identifies the translator or the author of glosses. "Source ofInformation"
is answered as Codex, Microform, or DeSCription, and identifies the source of this particular
record. Finally, the Incipit field would be subdivided into Pericope or Scriptural Lection,
Prologue(s}, and Text Incipit.
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(1989), 37-38.
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APPENDIX 1
Field List for Codicology File
HMML Database System: Manuscri.dbf
Database

Field Name

Description

Length

MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI

HMML]_NUM
MS_NUM

MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI

OWNER
SHELF_MARK
MS_TITLE_l
ORIGIN_AT
MATERIAL
MS_DATE
PAGE_HT
PAGE_WIDTH
FOLIATION

MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI

NUMERAT_l
WRIT_HT
WRIT_WIDTH
NUM_LINES
COLUMNS
FRAMING_l
HEADLINES
COLLAT_l
SIGNATURES
SCRIPT
HANDS
DECORAT_l

Our Shelfmark (Project number)
Internal to program, catalog
order of ms for program
Owning Library of original ms
Shelfmark of original ms
Title for ms and works in it
Origin of ms (place)
Material of ms (i. e., parchment)
Date of ms (i. e. , 13c (1257»
Height of page in mm.
Width of page in mm.
Number of endle.ves and folia
(i. e., i+123+iv)
Numeration(s) of folia/pages
Height of written space in mm.
Width of written space in mm.
Number of lines per page
Number of columns; or long lines
Framing and ruling system employed
If present, and deSCription
Collation 0. e., i-xiv', xv')
Quire signatures andlor catchwords
Style of SCript
Number of distinct hands in script
Illuminations, initials, other

20
10
40
40
195
50
20
15
3
3
50
195
3
3
15
10
100
36
130
65
65
50
195

items of decoration

MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI

Notula, glosses, marginalia
Owner marks, indications of

40
130

provenance

MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI

SEC]OLIO
SCR_COLOF
SCR_COLOF2

MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI
MANUSCRI

SCRIBE
BIBLlOGRAF
REMARKS_l

Secundo folio reference
Foliation of colophon for ms
Colophon identifying scribe of
ms andlor date
Indentity of Scribe of ms
Works relating to entire ms
Cataloger's comments on ms

50
10
195
60
130
165
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APPENDIX 2
Field List for Contents Information File
HMML Database System Incipits_dbf
Database
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS
INCIPITS

Field Name

DeSCription

HMML_P_NUM Our Shelfmark (Project number )
MS_NUM
Internal to program, catalog
order of ms for program
OWNER
Owning Library of original ms
SHELF_MARK Shelfmark of original ms
Internal, gives order of work
INCIPIT_NU
for catalog program
Author of work
AUTHOR
TRANSLATOR Translator, if any
TITLE_1
Title, existing or supplied
INCP_START
Beginning foliation of work
INCIPIT_1
Incipit of work
EXPLICIT_1
Explicit of work
ENDS_ON]L Ending foliation of work
COLOPHON_1 Colophon of work
ENDS_ON]O Ending foliation of colophon
EDITION_1
Printed edition(s}
OTHER_MSS
Other mss containing work
Cataloger's comments on work,
COMMENTS
bibliography speCific to work
KEY
1
Index Subject, general
(i. e., Theology)
Index Author (for Index program)
WORD
2
IN
3
Index Title
CONTEXT_4
Index Subject, speCific
(i. e., Eucharistic Devotion)
KWIC
5
Religious Order of Author
KWIC
6
Language of work
7
KWIC
Country of Author
Date of Work
KWIC
8
CATALOGER
Name of Cataloger
CAT_DATE
Date ms Cataloged

Length
20
10
36
40
10
65
65
130
20
195
195
20
195
20
195
130
195
20
60
60
20
20
20
20
10

3
8

CONTENTS

ADDITIONALINCIPITS

ENDLEAVES

ICONOCRAPHY

RUNOVER

I

MicrosoftWord -

I

-

-

LaserPrinter - -

- -

INDICES ofIncipits. Scribes. Dated Manuscripts.
Origins and Secundo Fooos

GENERAL INDEX (Authors. Titles. Subjects)

(Title. Codicological Paragraph.
Front Endleaves. Content Entries.
Rear Endleaves)

MAIN TEXT

f- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

REPORTPROCRAM 1

- -

I

Printed Catalogue

- Camera-Ready Copy

"First Level" Records

I

REPORTPROCRAM 2

L -- ---L ---- t--l-------I-- -----I-- -- --~

CODICOLOCY

I

Hill Monastic Manuscript Library Database System

~
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~
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~
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APPENDIX 4
Non-MARC Manuscript Database Systems
The Benjamin Catalogue for History of Science_
Location:

Dr. Nan Hahn, Director, 322 Second St., Dunellen NJ 08812.

Materials:

Francis Benjamin papers; contributed manuscript deSCriptions;
some microfilms. (Mainly catalog deSCriptions of medieval scientific manuscripts).

Format:

Printed catalog model using delimited fields (% and number) for
identification, codicological data, and contents data in a flat-file
database.

Computer Usage: Program called BAG/2written in PUI for mainframe computers
by John B. Smith, based on World Shakespeare Bibliography
program .
Status:

45% of data encoded; director currently considering new software and hardware platform.

Bibliography:

Nan L. Hahn, John B. Smith, Wesley Stevens, and B. Lael
Sorenson, The Benjamin Data Bank and BAG/2 (Winnipeg,
1983).

Institut de Recherche et d'Histoire des Textes_
Location:

Professor Louis Holtz, Director, 40 Avenue d'lena, 75001 Paris,
France.

Materials:

Microfilmed manuscripts; catalog deSCriptions prepared by staff.

Format:

Greatly modified printed catalog model (no incipits or explicits)
with minimal codicological information; not based on 1976
Guide.

Computer Usage: Program (front-end user shell with menus) called MEDIUM,
written in a relational database called ADABAS for both mainframes and IBM-compatible micros.
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Status:

Available for onsite and modem searches; encoding of most
materials completed.

International Computer Catalog of Medieval Scientific Manuscripts.
Location:

Prof.-Dr. Menso Folkerts, Director, Institut fiir Geschicbte der
Natutwissenschaften, Deutsches Museum , 0-8000 Munich 26,
West Germany.

Materials:

Microfilms (mathematical and scientific manuscripts); catalog
descriptions.

Format:

Printed catalog model based on Benjamin Catalogue format with
modifications (Le., some additional fields , some fields repositioned).

Computer Usage: Fields in modified proprietary relational database system (Aktor
v. 1.1); program uses a proprietary search program added on to
the database. System runs on an IBM-compatible 386.
Status:

Available onsite. Program has modem facilities but no offsite
access as yet.

Zentralinventar mittelalterlicher Handschriften bis 1500 in den Sammlungen
der Deutscben Demokratiscben Republik.
Location:

Dr. Renata Schipke, Deutsche Staatsbibliothek, Unter den Linden 8, 1086 Berlin, DDR.

Materials:

Latin and Greek manuscript collections of the East German
libraries (developing central register for all pre-1500 East German manuscripts).

Format:

Modified printed catalog model with reasonable amounts of
codicological and contents information.

Computer Usage: None at present; awaiting approval for funding.
Status:

Continuing to accumulate written deSCriptions and revise format; computer element on hold.

NON-MARC DATABASES AND THE CENSUS LEVEL RECORD
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Hill Monastic Manuscript Library.
Location:

Dr. Julian G. Plante, Bush Center, Saint John's University,
Collegeville, MN 56321.

Materials:

Over 73,000 pre-l600 manuscripts, and over 120,000 papyrus
fragments from European and Ethiopian monastic, university,
·and national libraries on microfilm. Many complete collections.

Format:

Modified printed catalog model with reasonably full codicological and contents information.

Computer Usage: Fields in proprietary relational database system (dBASE III +).
System runs on an IBM-compatible 386.
Status:

Currently using system to produce printed catalog volumes.
Limited searching available onsite; next stage of development in
planning stage only.

General bibliography for all of these projects can be found in the collection of
articles to appear in The Use of Computers in Cataloging Medieval and Renaissance
ManUSCripts, ed. M. Folkerts and A. Kuhne, Algorismus, Heft 4 (Munich, 1990); and
in Wesley M. Stevens, ed., Computers and Access to Medieval and Renaissance
ManUSCripts, (Haworth Press, 1991- Forthcoming) [=Primary Sources & Original
Works 1, no. 3-4 (1991)].

Two Defunct Projects:

FAMULUS (Fortran bibliographic database for Mt. Angel Abbey Library).
See Lawrence J. McCrank and C. David Batty, "The Mt. Angel Abbey ManusCript and Rare Books Project: Cataloguing with FAMULUS," Computers and the
Humanities 12 (1978): 215-222.
PCC (Producing Codicology with Computers) Project, Uuiversity ofNijmegen.
See P. F. Beinema and A. J. Geurts, "Computer Supported Codicography of
Medieval ManUSCripts. An Evaluation of the PCC-Project," in Ontsluiting van
middeleeuwse handschriften in de Nederlanden, ed. A. J. Geurts (NijmegeniGrave,
1987), pp. 223-235.
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APPRAISALS of ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS
We are well known for undertaking virtually every major appraisal during
the past two decades. Unpublicized, however, are the hundreds of appraisals of
small archives not of great commercial value, but which require proper valuations at
minimum cOSt, with the most accurate descriptions and reports possible,
commensurate with their values. Our success at determining the appropriate
balance between these factors is based on our efficient practices, extensive
experience and qualified research staff.
Our normal procedure is to quote a firm appraisal fee' and give a general
range of the fair market value based on an examination of the institution's initial
inventory. There is no obligation to proceed with the appraisal and there is no
charge for this information, nor is there any fee charged if we believe the collection's
value does not warrant an appraisal.
Please contact Rosalie Fawcett with any questions you have. A brochure
describing our experiences and the institutions for whom we have done appraisals is
available, as is a reprint of an article by Kenneth W. Rendell, published by the
Society of American Archivists, "Tax Appraisals of Manuscript Collections ~ '

